Honda odyssey ac relay location

Honda designs and manufactures a wide range of vehicles. Many of Honda's vehicles are
equipped with air conditioner units. The AC compressor clutch is the power feed to your AC
compressor. The compressor is the unit that cools the air before it enters into the Honda's
cabin. If your AC is not properly cooling the vehicle, the AC clutch relay could be faulty. You
can test the clutch relay for power with a test light. Turn the Honda engine on. Turn the AC
settings to "Off. Locate the AC clutch relay. Trace the wire that runs off the AC compressor; this
wire plugs into the clutch relay. The relay is mounted on the firewall. You will notice a three-wire
connection on the relay. Connect the test light clip to the negative battery terminal. Touch the
test light lead to the middle of the three wires. The middle wire receives power from the clutch
relay. The wire should read "Inactive. Turn the AC control to "On. Touch the test light lead to the
middle wire once more. The wire should now read "Hot. Johnathan Cronk is a freelance writer
and began writing at the age of Throughout his career he has specialized in sports, how-to and
advice articles. He has also written sales pitches in the corporate setting since Step 1 Turn the
Honda engine on. Step 2 Connect the test light clip to the negative battery terminal. Which one
is it. Do you. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. And once again the air just
started to blow hot air again. Is there something else that can cause it to break? There could be
a leak in the AC system, have your mechanic put dye in the AC sysem and check for leaks.
Airmix control motor, in-car temp sensor, sunlight sensor and climate control panel all work
properly and have been bench tested. No DTCs or trouble codes in the climate control panel
have been displayed. The refrigerant pressure is good and nothing our of the ordinary as far as
sounds or smells. Any suggestions? Hi ehoerber, Thanks for the donation. Try turning on the
control to the heater and then moving back to the AC. If it does not help, the air-mix vent seals
could be leaking or linkages stuck. You need to check the heater core vents. The air mix control
mechanism is not stuck and the seals are fine as I can visually check them and see them
actuate on both sthe driver side and the passenger sides at the same time. However, one side is
cold and the other hot. Periodically I will get cold air from the driverside, but is very infrequent.
Is there a regulating valve that controls the refrigerant to the evaporator core that would inhibit
the refrigerant from getting to that side intermittently? Or any other suggestions? Hi ehoerber,
Did you perform a sensor test on the driver air mix opening? I believe these two items must be
giving some error. It is blowing but no cool air. When my compressor kicks on I can hear it but
its not kicking on. I am looking for a mechanic to hook it up to the computer to see what it says
but we just got hit with a hurricane and no one is open. What could the problem be and what
would be the worse case scenario and how much it will cost me? Thanks Was this answer. Cost
can be anywhere. Need to find the source. Sounds like it blew open a leak. Need to see if it will
hold vacuum. My odyssey blows hot air, but my fan does work in all settings. I checked the low
side pressure and it was around psi which is very high. I did not recharge the system. Continue
to hold both buttons down for 1 minute. Please help. Thanks Jack Was this answer. If the
system is charged and the pressure is that high on the low side, it sounds like there is a
blockage somewhere in the system. Try having it evacuated and recharged to see if that helps.
You stated the low side pressure, but what about the high side? Is it reading close to the same
pressure? If so, your compressor may have failed internally. I tuned on my air for the second or
third time his year. The front ac stopped working and now blows warm to hot air. I had radiator
replaced with a Performance brand, aftermarket one about two weeks ago. The ceiling ac in the
back blows cold air. What could the problem be? Thanks for any help. Chris Was this answer. Hi
chrisishere, Thank you for the donation. Problem is most likely due to the air mix cable out of
adjustment. Here are the procedures for adjusting. At air mix door linkage bottom right side of
heater case , disengage cable housing from clamp and disconnect cable wire from control arm.
At heater control panel, select maximum cool position and hold it in this position. At air mix
door linkage, reconnect cable wire to control arm. Gently slide cable housing back to eliminate
slack, then snap cable housing into clamp. Adjust heater valve cable. I leave it on fresh air only
and do not use recirc. Afraid if I use recirc it is going to break on me again. Does this help
confirm the diagnosis? The fresh air vent and air mix are 2 different thing and are not related to
the warm air. I have tried to work on it to fix it or get an idea of whats wrong before I bring it into
the shop to get it fixed. Pretty much the fans work but no cold air comes out. Ive tested the
electrical parts like the fuse no luck there, they were all working fine also tried adding freon but
it said it was to much already. So im think it has to do with the compressor or there is
something clogging up the hoses to maybe create the high pressure. I by passed the fuse with
some wire and it was working for like a min with cold air before the compressor started smoking
then I stopped. The air works fine in the ceiling ducts for the back seats and do not lose their ac
cooling ability. I am writing again just to confirm that you think it is the air mix door being out of
adjustment. The mechanic I am using has been unable to fix the problem. He said if it were the
air-mix door then the problem wouldn't be intermittent, but constant instead. Could it be

anything else? Hi xcaliber, You mentioned passing the fuse with wires, which fuse was it? Did
you try engaging the compressor with a fuse power supply to test? Did your mechaninc perform
the air mix cable adjustment? If he refuses to perform the adjustment, time to get a new
mechanic. Apart from the air mix cable, the other cable to adjust would be the heater valve
cable. The orther possible fault would be the air mix door sponge has deteriorated and is not
providing sufficient sealing when closed. Repair would require the heater housing to be
removed and that means taking the whole dash out. Please login or register to post a reply.
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